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Experimental observation of spectral oscillations in frequency modulation laser operation

Stefano Longhi
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32, I-20133 Milano, Italy
~Received 4 May 2001; published 24 September 2001!

The experimental observation of transient coherent oscillations in the optical frequency spectrum of an
Er–Yb solid-state laser with internal frequency modulation~FM! is reported. These oscillations, which arise in
the presence of a slight detuning between the modulation frequency and the cavity axial mode separation, are
transiently observed when the modulator is switched on and appear as a damped breathing of laser spectral
width superimposed to the relaxation oscillation dynamics of the laser intensity. The experimental results are
in good agreement with the theoretical predictions which take into account both the fast dynamics of spectral
oscillations and the slow dynamics of relaxation oscillations for the codoped Er–Yb laser system.
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The study of the dynamical behavior hidden in intracav
frequency modulation~FM! of a laser@1,2# has received in
recent years a renewed interest@3–5#, mainly motivated by
the potential applications of FM-operated lasers for the g
eration of highly coherent optical signals and ultrashort la
pulses@6–9#. The modulation of the optical cavity length o
a laser at a frequencynm close to the cavity axial mode
separationnax or to an integer multipleNnax ~harmonic re-
gime! is known to lead to the generation of a mode lock
pulse train~FM mode locking! under synchronous modula
tion (nm5Nnax), or to the generation of a frequency
modulated optical field~FM laser oscillation! for a detuned
modulation@1,2#. In the latter case the output laser field m
be described approximately as a frequency-modulated si
with an effective modulation index strongly enhanced by
cavity effect and given byG5D/(2pg), where D is the
modulation depth impressed by the modulator in one ca
round-trip andg5N(Nnax2nm)/(nm) is the normalized fre-
quency detuning parameter (N51 if the laser is operated in
the fundamental harmonic regime! @1,2#. Despite this simple
picture, FM laser oscillation hides a variety of intriguin
dynamical aspects. From the experimental side, FM la
suffer from amplitude noise at frequency detuning and h
monics, which is undesirable in applications@9#. It was
pointed out that this noise may be of both dynamical as w
as of stochastic origin@4,5#. In Ref. @4# it was shown that
internally FM lasers have some form of excess noise sim
to that found in detuned amplitude-modulated mode-loc
lasers@10#, which is especially large when approaching t
transition from the FM regime to the pulsed FM mode loc
ing. In Ref. @5# further insights into dynamical aspects u
derlying low-frequency noise in FM lasers were added.
particular, the existence of coherent oscillations of the sp
tral width of the field emitted by an FM-operated las
~‘‘spectral oscillons’’! was theoretically predicted, and in th
reversible case a simple mechanical analogy of the breat
spectral dynamics was pointed out. Such coherent osc
tions play an important role in the transient dynamics lead
to the formation of the FM laser spectrum from single lo
gitudinal mode laser emission when the modulator
switched on. In the simplest case of a laser cavity with in
nite gain bandwidth, the field dynamics is reversible, i.e., a
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initial spectral field distribution is periodically recovere
with a perioddT51/(gnax), and spectral oscillations are un
damped. In particular, if the modulator is switched on at tim
t50 and the laser oscillates on a single longitudinal mo
the laser spectrum shows a reversible breathing dynam
with Bessel sideband modes corresponding to a modula
index F that varies periodically in time betweenF50 and
F52G according toF(T)5GA222 cos(2pgT), where T
5t/TR is the round-trip number andTR51/nax.N/nm is the
cavity round-trip time~see Fig. 1!. If finite gain bandwidth
effects of the cavity are considered, the reversible dynam
is broken and spectral oscillations are damped out wit
final steady-state spectral mode corresponding to the mo
lation indexG; in addition, in case of solid-state lasers with
slow gain dynamics, relaxation oscillations are transien
excited owing to an excess gain that is needed to suppor
FM mode@5#.

In this work, the experimental observation of transie
oscillations of the spectral width of an FM-operated Er–Y
laser during buildup of the FM spectrum from singl
longitudinal mode operation is reported. This analysis rep
sents what it is believed to be the first experimental study
the transient dynamics leading to the formation of the F
spectrum in an internally modulated laser. The experime

FIG. 1. Schematic of the breathing dynamics of the spectrum
a FM laser after switch on of the modulator in the case of an infin
gainline. The modulation index of the FM spectrum varies perio
cally between zero, corresponding to a single mode attaine
times t50, t5dT, t52dT, . . . , and 2G, attained at timest
5dT/2, t53dT/2, t55dT/2 . . . , wheredT5TR /g.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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setup is shown in Fig. 2. The laser source, similar to t
described in Refs.@7,9#, is a 18-cm-long one-folded Er–
Yb:glass laser frequency modulated by an intracavity LiN
3 phase modulator driven at 2.49 GHz by a radio-freque
~rf! synthesizer in a third-harmonic configuration (N53).
The active medium is a 1-mm-thick QX20 phosphate gl
disk, doped with erbium and codoped with ytterbium, en
pumped at 980 nm by an InGaAs laser diode. An intracav
100-mm-thick uncoated BK7 etalon reduces the gain ba
width of the cavity and allows for single longitudinal mod
operation, when the modulator is switched off, at a wa
length tunable by a few nanometers around 1533 nm.
laser output is launched into an optical fiber and both la
intensity and laser spectrum are simultaneously detected
a low-noise photodiode~New Focus model 1811, 125 MH
electrical bandwidth! and a scanning Fabry–Perot interfe
ometer~Burleigh Mod. IR-110! with a free-spectral range o
150 GHz and a finesse of;90. When the modulator is
swichted on, under proper tuning of cavity length a typic
FM spectrum with Bessel sideband modes is observed a
transient, with a spectral extent that depends on cavity len
tuning. A precise control of frequency detuningdn5Nnax
2nm is accomplished by changing the driving modulati
frequency from exact synchronism, which is attained wh
the laser is FM mode locked. I typically set the frequen
detuningdn at 2.9 MHz and the rf power level such thatD
;0.29, corresponding to an effective modulation indexG
;13. The laser is operated at a pump power about four tim
above its threshold value, and in this condition an out
power of;8 mW is available for the experiment. The spe
trum of the FM laser after transient, as measured by
Fabry–Perot interferometer, is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The mea-
sured switch-on time of the rf sinusoidal wave form th
drives the modulator is;5ms, and it may be considered a
instantaneous for our purposes. The transient of laser in
sity during switch on of the modulator, shown in Fig. 3~b!,
indicates the appearance of damped relaxation oscillation
a frequencyn relax;65 kHz, however, the slow response
the Fabry–Perot interferometer is not able to detect the t
sient dynamics of the spectral laser output, and hence
occurrence of spectral oscillations. In order to get some
sights into the spectral dynamics, a spectral filtering of
laser field was achieved using a fiber Bragg grating in
configuration similar to that adopted in Ref.@7# to generate

FIG. 2. Experimental layout for the study of transient dynam
of the FM-operated Er–Yb laser. LD: laser diode; EOM: elect
optic phase modulator; MO: microscope objective; OC: optical
culator; PD: photodiode; and RF: radio-frequency synthesizer.
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transform-limited pulse trains from a FM signal. The fib
grating, designed to operate in the reflection configuration
an almost ideal step filter, is used to filter the anti-Stokes p
of the spectral content of the laser field at steady state@see
Fig. 3~a!#. Oscillations of the spectral extent of the laser fie
during transient are hence converted into oscillations of
intensity of the filtered signal reflected by the grating, whi
is retrieved by the use of an optical circulator as indicated
Fig. 2. A typical transient behavior of the intensity of th
filtered signal is shown in Fig. 3~c!. In this case, besides th
occurrence of relaxation oscillations in the tens of micros
onds time scale, damped oscillations in the submicrosec
time scale are clearly visible, as shown in Fig. 3~d!. The
numerically computed spectrum of the signal of Fig. 3~d!,
shown in Fig. 3~e!, indicates that the fast oscillations insid
the long relaxation oscillation pulse occur exactly at the
tuning frequency and harmonics, which is a signature of
spectral breathing dynamics predicted in Ref.@5#.

To get a deeper understanding of the experimental res
I have theoretically simulated the transient dynamics of
Er–Yb FM laser and compared the theoretical predictio
with the experimental data. The model of the FM-opera

s
-
-

FIG. 3. Transient dynamics of the FM-operated Er–Yb la
after switching on the phase modulator.~a! Laser spectrum after
initial transient;~b! intensity of total laser field, showing relaxatio
oscillation dynamics in the tens of microseconds time scale;~c!
intensity of the spectrally filtered laser field;~d! enlargement of the
first relaxation oscillation pulse of~c!, showing internal oscillations
in the submicrosecond time scale; and~e! numerically computed
spectrum of the wave form of~d!. Arbitrary units are used to rep
resent both intensity and spectrum curves. The dashed curve i~a!
is the spectral power reflectivity of the fiber grating used for sp
tral filtering. The breathing dynamics of the FM spectrum duri
transient is transformed into an oscillation of the field intens
reflected by the grating.
1-2
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laser is basically that previously considered in Ref.@5#, ex-
tended to allow for harmonic FM operation and to prope
account for the gain dynamics of the codoped Er–Yb sys
@11#. After introduction of the expansion E(t)
5(nFn(t)exp(2pinnmt) for the electric fieldE(t), the slow
evolution of the amplitudesFn reads@4,5#

dFn

dT
5F22p ign1

g

2
2

l

2
2n2S nm

ng
D 2GFn

1 i
D

2
~Fn111Fn21!, ~1!

whereT5t/TR is the round-trip number,TR.N/nm is the
round-trip time,g5N(Nnax2nm)/nm is the normalized fre-
quency detuning parameter (ugu!1), ng is the spectral band
width of the gainline,g and l are round-trip saturated gai
and cavity loss rate in intensity, respectively, andD is the
round-trip modulation index introduced by the phase mo
lator. To account for the dynamics of the gaing we need to
consider the rate equations of both erbium and ytterb
populations on ground state (4I 15/2 for Er31 and 2F7/2 for
Yb31) and on upper state (4I 13/2 for Er31 and 2F5/2 for
Yb31). In fact, in the codoped Er–Yb system populati
inversion is achieved by an effective energy transfer mec
nism of excitation of optically inverted Yb ions to Er ions.
rate-equation modeling of the Er–Yb laser system, wh
includes the energy transfer and other dissipative proces
is discussed in detail in Ref.@11#. After introduction of the
round-trip gain coefficients g52sErDNErL and G
52sYbDNYbL for Er31 and Yb31 transitions, wheresEr,Yb
andDNEr,Yb are cross sections and population inversions
the transitions, respectively, andL is the thickness of the
active medium, the rate equations forg andG can be cast in
the following form:

dg

dT
52~TR /tEr!@g1g01gE1a~G1G0!~g2g0!

1r~g1g0!2#, ~2a!

dG

dT
52~TR /tYb!@G1G01tYbW~G2G0!

1b~G1G0!~g02g!#, ~2b!

wheretEr andtYb are the fluorescence lifetimes of Er31 and
Yb31 upper levels,g052sErNErL and G052sYbNYbL are
the round-trip absorption coefficients of Er31 and Yb31 tran-
sitions in the absence of pumping,NEr andNYb are the popu-
lations of Er and Yb ions in the host glass,W is the pump
rate of Yb ions in the upper pump level,a5ktEr /(4sYbL)
andb5ktYb /(4sErL) are dimensionless parameters that
count for the energy transfer process from Yb to Er ions,k is
the rate of energy transfer,r5CtEr /(4sErL) is a dimension-
less parameter that accounts for up conversion of Er ionC
is the rate of up-conversion process, andE5(nuFnu2 is the
04720
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normalized energy of the field in one cavity round-trip tim
The coupled equations~1! and ~2! have been numerically
integrated using a fourth-order variable-step Runge–Ku
method, and the results of the numerical simulations
summarized in Fig. 4. The parameter values used in
simulations are given in the caption of Fig. 4; the laser p
rameters entering in Eq.~1!, e.g., loss ratel, gain bandwidth
ng , modulation depthD, and detuningg, are taken in com-
pliance with the experiment, whereas the material parame
entering in Eq.~2! have been taken from Ref.@11#. As an
initial condition we assumed the steady-state solution co
sponding to the single-longitudinal mode emission which
obtained from Eqs.~1! and ~2! by assumingFn50 for n
Þ0, D50 and setting equal to zero the time derivatives. T
agreement between the experimental results of Fig. 3 and
theoretical simulations of Fig. 4 is rather satisfactory, inclu
ing the appearance of high-harmonic components in
spectral oscillations. The anharmonic terms in the breath
spectral dynamics observed both in the experiment and in
simulations@see Figs. 3~e! and 4~e!# are due to the finite gain
bandwidth of the laser, which introduces a complex interf
ence of Floquet modes of the phase-modulated cavity du
the decay process of spectral oscillations@5#. A disagreement
between theory and experiment is the time delay for the
pearance of the first relaxation oscillation peak after
modulation is switched off, which is considerably longer

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but from numerical simulations of E
~1! and ~2!. The parameter values used in the simulation areD
50.29, g50.0035, l 50.06, ng /nm5316, L51 mm, NEr52
31020 cm23, tEr58 ms, sEr58310221 cm2, NYb52
31021 cm23, tYb51.1 ms, sYb57310221 cm2, k52
310216 cm3/s, and C51310218 cm3/s. A pump rateW four
times above its threshold value has been assumed in the simula
and 61 spectral modes have been considered in Eq.~1!.
1-3
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the experiment@compare Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!#. A possible
explanation thereof is that in the theoretical model the rel
ation oscillation dynamics is triggered solely by the exc
gain needed to support the FM mode as compared to
single longitudinal mode of the not-modulated laser@5#; in
the experiment, a transient misalignment of the laser reso
tor introduced by modulator beam deflection may act as
additional source of gain imbalance that makes longer
transient built-up time of laser intensity after the modula
is switched on.
s.

ta
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In conclusion I have experimentally investigated for t
first time the transient dynamics of an internally frequenc
modulated Er–Yb solid-state laser and revealed the existe
of damped spectral oscillations in the detuned mode of
eration, which is a signature of the spectral breathing dyna
ics previously predicted in Ref.@5#. The present analysis
adds further insights into the hidden dynamical behaviors
FM operated lasers and may be helpful to explain the lo
frequency amplitude noise observed in these types of la
@9#.
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